NEWPORT NEWS CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Federal Programs-Title I, Part A

Title I Schools
2014-2015

Alphabetical Listing

Achievable Dream Elementary
Carver Elementary
Epes Elementary
Greenwood Elementary
Hidenwood Elementary
Jenkins Elementary
Lee Hall Elementary
Magruder Primary
McIntosh Elementary
Newsome Park Elementary
Palmer Elementary
Sanford Elementary
Saunders Elementary
Sedgefield Elementary

Rank Order In Which Must Be Served

1. Achievable Dream Elementary
2. Magruder Primary
3. Newsome Park Elementary
4. Carver Elementary
5. Epes Elementary
6. Palmer Elementary
7. Sedgefield Elementary
8. McIntosh Elementary
9. Jenkins Elementary
10. Saunders Elementary
11. Hidenwood Elementary
12. Sanford Elementary
13. Greenwood Elementary
14. Lee Hall Elementary

The above schools operate Schoolwide Title I Programs.

John Marshall is a targeted assisted school this year

Title I First Step (Preschool) Centers

Denbigh Early Childhood Center
Lee Hall Early Childhood Center
Marshall Early Learning Center
Watkins Early Childhood Center
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